
Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD) Deployments 
With in-depth technical knowledge and extensive hands-on
expertise, our highly skilled teams can handle every detail
of the design and implementation process, ensuring a smooth
work experience for virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) users.

Delivery excellence is our heart.
With a national footprint and global delivery, 
Threadfin has provided delivery excellence for 20 years.
We leverage our Microsoft and AWS partnerships 
to achieve business outcomes. 
Through each technology shift, we maintain our position
as trusted digital transformation experts and advisors.

Our seasoned experts have successfully
deployed multiple VDI technologies.
With their in-depth technical knowledge
and extensive hands-on experience,
they're equipped to handle every
nuance of the deployment process for
trouble-free implementations.

We begin the AVD journey by
developing a comprehensive
understanding of current needs and
potential use cases for the VDI
environment. This is the basis of our
strategic implementation plan.

We tailor AVD solution deployment to
best meet the technical, business and
financial goals of each specific
customer. The solutions are deployed
per Microsoft's best practices,
combined with our team's real-world
experience. 

Detailed assessment DeploymentExperienced integration teams

Customizing and capturing re-
deployable images for AVD
infrastructure is a collaborative effort.
Threadfin handles technical tasks,
ensures your team understands the
process, and assists with application
installation and testing before
capturing the image.

To ensure business continuity, our
engineers partner with customer teams
to verify that applications deployed to
the VDI environment work as expected.
This includes testing and validating
successful redeployment through
automated imaging.

We help determine the optimal method
for user profile maintenance to achieve
performance and retention
requirements. We advise on the best
storage platforms and various
redundancy options available. 

End-user profile affinity Customized AVD imagesEnsuring interoperability

In the testing phase, we right-size
deployed virtual machines (VM) and
create auto-scaling plans. Reducing the
number of VMs needed to dynamically
support the workforce through peak and
off-peak times reduces the solution’s
overall operating cost.

Our team accurately assigns rights,
leaving the deployment in an easy-to-
manage and secure state. Access can
be assigned and revoked to individual
host pools as needed.

Our commitment extends beyond the
deployment by offering ongoing
technical support to remediate
challenges and ensure smooth
operations post-implementation.
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